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MUSICAL VIEWS OF COUNTRY LIFE FROM THREE CENTURIES

This painting (Summer Pastoral, by Francois
Boucher, 1749) shows an idealized pastoral scene:
dramatic vistas, a shepherd with his bagpipe, a
dancing shepherdess, livestock, a well-dressed
visitor and a gathering storm, all of which figure
repeatedly in musical pastorals and romances
(melodies in the style of folk songs) from the 17th
century to our own.

Six Studies in English Folk Song
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)
Adagio — Andante sostenuto — Larghetto — Lento —
Andante tranquillo — Allegro vivace
When Ralph Vaughan Williams was a music
student in London he became fascinated with rural
English traditional songs, which then existed only
in oral tradition and were gradually being
forgotten. He visited rural churches and musicians,
learned their songs by ear, wrote them out in
music notation, and enlisted other musicians to
help him save the music from extinction. He wrote
this piece in 1926 for cello and piano, and later transcribed it for many other solo instruments,
noting that his aim was that the songs be “treated with love.”

Romance and Pastoral

John Marvin (b. 1931)

John Marvin is a professional mathematician, oboist and composer who lives in Turlock, CA.
He wrote these pieces in 1989 for Julie Ann Giacobassi, then the San Francisco Symphony's
principal English horn player. These two pieces build, in Marvin’s unconventional language,
on the traditional forms and imagery of the Romance and the Pastoral. Performers of new
music enter strange and private universes, as does an audience. The Los Angeles pianist Gloria
Cheng, a champion of new music, writes of new composers: “Understanding them requires
openness, respect, humility ... and a lot of patience ... the more openness we can show in the
face of a new encounter, the richer our lives become.”

Concerto in A major for Oboe d’amore

Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)

Siciliano — Allegro — Largo —Vivace
Telemann was educated at the University of Leipzig and founded the University’s Collegium
Musicum which hosted amateur performances of secular music like this concerto, which
suggests a little story. The opening Siciliano is a slow dance, with the oboe d’amore
representing a shepherd’s bagpipe. It is followed by a leaping, syncopated dance, Allegro in
triple meter, suggesting revelry. The Largo could be a guilty meditation on the night’s excesses,
but the next morning the Vivace wakes the revelers with cheerful horn calls.

